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Abstract - The world revolves entirely around data. We are unable to find even the most fundamental facts without data. Data will grow as enterprises do. You can learn a lot of things with these data. Data integration must be considered in order to access this information. Data integration has a wide range of applications and is used to combine multiple heterogeneous data sets into homogenous data. Analysis, extraction, transformation, and loading are all components of integration. ETL is a key component of data integration and takes up the majority of the work. The concept of warehousing is crucial because it describes how data that has undergone the ETL step will be loaded and used for various purposes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Everyone uses data, which is present everywhere. There is a lot of data being handled by every organisation. Any new invention in this era is impossible without data. Even if it were conceivable, the wrong customers and the wrong places would not receive it. We'll have a limited amount of data when we first launch our company. We must deal with a large amount of data as our firm grows, and it is impossible to guarantee that all of this data will be loaded into files in the same manner. Combining data from numerous sources allows executives and data managers to analyse it and improve company choices. This procedure involves employing a human or system to find, retrieve, clean up, and present the data. Data managers and/or analysts can perform queries on this connected data to obtain business intelligence insights.

Because there are so many potential benefits, businesses should take the time to match their goals with the best plan. To further understand data integration, let's look at its five different forms (sometimes referred to as approaches or techniques). Combining data from numerous sources allows executives and data managers to analyse it and improve company choices. Locating, obtaining, cleaning, and presenting the data are all steps in this process. We'll go over each type's benefits and drawbacks as well as appropriate times to employ them. In other words, we will receive files in various formats within an organisation. The data needs to be transformed into a single format so that we can manipulate it easily.

II. DATA INTEGRATION

The process of collecting data from multiple sources or applications and creating it into a single unified view is known as data integration. Data Integration nowadays has become the most important thing in all the organizations to store information in different databases. [3]

It helps the business users to integrate the data from multiple sources. Businesses use data integration tools with various applications, technologies and techniques to collect data from different sources and to create it as a single unified view. The process of data integration involves system locating, retrieving, cleaning and presenting the data. [11]

Methods or strategies of data integration according to talend:

Manual Data Integration
- Reduced cost
- Greater freedom

Middleware data integration
- Better data streaming
- Easier access between systems

Application based integration
- Simplified process
- Easier information exchange
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- Fewer resources are used

**Uniform access integration**
- Lower storage requirements
- Easier data access
- Simplified view of data

**Common storage integration**
- Reduced burden
- Increased data version management control
- Cleaner data appearance
- Enhanced data analytics

**III. ETL**

Extraction, Transformation, and Loading is referred to as ETL. It is an essential part in data integration. This three-stage process plays a major role in business organizations. The first step in the processing procedure is extraction, during which we gather the data needed from various sources [10]. Then comes Transformation and Loading Data will be transformed during the transformation process in accordance with the specifications. The transformed data is put into a data warehouse or database during the loading stage, which is the last step in the ETL process [7]. Data analysis is just one of the many uses for the data that can be done with it after it has been put into the warehouse. ETL is majorly used to convert heterogeneous data into homogeneous data which may be then loaded into a database or a data warehouse. Hence with the help of ETL, organizations can reduce the time used on computing and can automate processes which are complex and difficult.

**IV. TALEND**

Fabrice Bonan and Bertrand Diard created the open-source software Talend in 2005[8]. It is currently among the most widely used ETL applications. Talend consists of variety of components which makes it easier for the ETL developer to use and process data. Talend offers a wide variety of products, such as Talend Big Data and Talend Data Integration. Since Talend was created using Java, it is much better suitable for those who have a foundational understanding of Java programming. The fact that Talend is affordable and open-source software is one of the main reasons why businesses favour it. Talend’s design palette enables us to position components and later adjust them as necessary.

**Overview Of Major Talend Components**

**File Components**

**Input Components**

Talend offers a number of input components that enable us to retrieve input based on the sort of data. The entry components tFile Input Delimited and tFile Input Excel are two of the more popular ones. The component tFile Input Delimited can be used to obtain input data in the form of delimited files. To obtain Excel files as input, we can use tFile Input Excel.

**Output Components**

tFile Output Delimited and tFile Output Excel are two commonly used output components. Similar to input components, they will show the data in the designated formats rather than fetching input.

**Management Components**

tFile List is one of the management components. It helps us to list the files which are present in the specified directory.

**Processing Components**

**tMap**

It is one of the most crucial processing-related components. tMap is a multitasker because it can perform tasks that are typically handled by a variety of other components. The variables can be mapped, and a connection can be found between them. The following stages of processing could then make use of those variables.

**tAggregate Row**

Aggregation actions like sum, min, max, and other similar operations are performed using this component.

**tFilter Row**

The records are filtered using tFilter Row based on a defined criteria that can be changed in the configuration tab.

**tSort Row**

It is used to sort data based on a condition, as its name suggests.
On the available records, join procedures like inner join and outer join are carried out using the tJoin component.

V. PERFORMING EXTRACTION
Extraction is the procedure used to obtain data from a variety of sources. We have produced data based on the provided use case.

The expected format is:

The following fields must be in String format: Company Name, First Name, Last Name, Designation, Salary, Email id, and Phone Number. Age and Employee Id must both be of the integer type. Date format is required for Date Of Birth and Date Of Joining. The commission must of double data type.

In the beginning, we processed three distinct files, each divided by area. Employee info _India, Employee info _UK, and Employee info_US are their respective names. We have used Talend's tRow Generator component, which can be customised, to generate data for a "n" amount of records. **Fig 1** shows tRow Generator customization.

![Fig 1. tRow Generator Customization.](image)

Here, we've tailored the parameters using tRow Generator. The number of rows that must be generated for a specific task can be changed in the "Number of Rows for Row Generator" field. Using tMap’s expression builder, we have customised EMPLOYEE_ID according to the COMPANY_NAME. Numeric.sequence() function generates numeric sequence according to the parameters specified inside. Similarly, SALARY has been generated based upon the DESIGNATION of the employee. Numeric.random() is used to generate random numeric records. **Fig 2** shows JOB 1.

![Fig 2. JOB 1](image)
VI. PERFORMING TRANSFORMATION

Transformation is a process of converting the extracted data based on our requirements. Here we have transformed the extracted data based on the use case given. The expected outcomes of transformation are:

- Company Name, Employee ID, First Name, Last Name, Designation, Date Of Birth, Salary, Date Of Joining should be fetched from the Source System “X”.
- Age must be calculated by using Date Of Birth. Then, Email Id must be generated by appending First Name, first character of Last Name, Company Name, and Date Of Birth.
- Experience must be calculated from Date Of Joining. Commission must be 10% from the Salary and Phone Number must be a 10 digit integer prefixed by country code.

Initially we have combined all regional employee info data into one single file using tunite component and then tmap and tjavarow components are connected each other, where tmap is connected with tunite and tjavarow is connected with tmap component. Basically tmap and tjavarow are most popular and widely used components for performing transformations. For more complex transformation operations talend tool provides us the java component families like tjava, tjavarow, and tjavaflex. **Fig 3** shows JOB 2.

For calculating the Age we have used Talend diff date method which operates on current date and date of birth of the employee to generate age. For generating email id we performed java code to concat firstname and first character of the last name along with Date of birth in yymmdd format followed by “@” company name “.com”. Next transformation is to calculate ten percent of commission, for that we have divided salary by 10.0. And then to calculate Experience the current year is subtracted with Year of joining, same is replicated for month and then both results are added and divided by 12, finally multiplied by 100 to get desired output. Phone number is appended with the country code respectively. All these transformations are finally loaded into database table using tdboutput component for further SCD loading. **Fig 4** shows Transformation Results.

![Transformation Results](image-url)
VII. PERFORMING LOADING

Loading is a process of storing the transformed data in one particular place where it can be used for further operations like analytical purposes [9]. Once the data is transformed it is then loaded into a table called staging table which then used for SCD loading. SCD stands for slowly changing dimensions which helps in managing and storing both current as well as historical data over a period of time in data warehouse. Fig 5 shows JOB 3.

There are three SCD types, which is typically called as type 1, 2 and 3. Type 1 is overwriting, which overwrites the existing data and type 2 stores both current and history of the record and it is the most effective and preferable type for data analytics, which makes their job more easier. In Fig 6 we can see tdbinput component is linked with the tdbscd component, where tdbinput component fetches the data from the staging database table and flows the data to the scd component using row(main). For SCD type we have used type 2 and configured Surrogate key as EMPLOYEE_KEY, Start_date as DATE_OF_JOINING and end_date as NEW_DATE with ACTIVE flags.
VIII. RESULTS

The final output will be:

Fig 7. Final Output

Here Talend has helped to easily perform the operations through its different components. Especially tJavaRow and tMap has helped us to get the exact formats according to the requirements. Fig 7 shows final output.
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